This paper addresses the problem of coordinating multiple spacecraft to y in tightly controlled formations. The main contribution of the paper is to introduce a coordination architecture that subsumes leader-following, behavioral, and virtual-structure approaches to the multi-agent coordination problem. The architecture is illustrated through a detailed application of the ideas to the problem of synthesizing a multiple spacecraft interferometer in deep space.
I. Introduction
The concept of multiple spacecraft ying in formation is emerging as an attractive alternative to traditional monolithic spacecraft, for both scienti c and military applications. The multiple spacecraft approach has several advantages including, increased instrument resolution, reduced cost, recon gurability, and overall system robustness. Some of the potential applications for formation ying include space-based interferometers and military surveillance instruments. Both NASA and the Air Force have identi ed spacecraft formation ying as a key technology for the 21st century.
In addition to research on spacecraft formation ying, there have also been a number of studies on coordinating the behavior of multiple robots and aircraft. While the application is di erent, the fundamental approaches to the coordination of multiple spacecraft, robots, and aircraft are very similar: the common theme being the coordination of multiple agents to accomplish an objective. There are roughly three approaches to multi-agent coordination reported in the literature, namely leader-following, behavioral, and virtual structures.
In leader-following, one of the spacecraft is designated as the leader, with the rest of the spacecraft designated as followers. The basic idea is that the followers track the position and orientation of the leader with some prescribed (possibly time varying) o set. There are numerous variations on this theme including designating multiple leaders, forming a chain (spacecraft i tracks spacecraft i ? 1) , and other tree topologies.
One of the rst studies on leader-following strategies is reported in 1] which discusses formation control laws for mobile robots. The application of these ideas to spacecraft for-mations is reported in 2], where explicit control laws for formation keeping and relative attitude alignment based on nearest neighbor-tracking are derived. Several leader-following techniques are discussed including leader tracking, nearest neighbor tracking, barycenter tracking, and other tree topologies. In 3], the ideas of 2] are extended to account for actuator saturation and are applied to the problem of controlling the formation to execute a continuous rotational slew. In 4] , adaptive control laws are added to the control derived in 2] in order to reject common space disturbances. A leader-following approach to satellite formation keeping in earth orbit is described in 5], 6], and 7] .
There have been a number of studies of leader-following techniques in the mobile robotics community. In 8] , leader-following is used to control a group of mobile robots to cooperatively move a box. In 9] , feedback linearization techniques are used to derive tracking control laws for nonholonomic robots that are used for leader-following. In addition, the authors describe the formation con guration as a directed graph. The shape of the formation is changed as graph structures are changed. Another approach to leader-following for multiple nonholonomic robots is described in 10]. A leader-following approach to the platoon problem in intelligent highways is contained in 11].
The basic idea behind the behavioral approach is to prescribe several desired behaviors for each agent, and to make the control action of each agent a weighted average of the control for each behavior. Possible behaviors include collision avoidance, obstacle avoidance, goal seeking, and formation keeping. There are also numerous variations on the behavioral approach to multi-agent coordination, most of which are derived by novel weightings of the behaviors.
In 12], the behavioral approach is applied to the problem of maintaining a constellation of satellites in an equally distributed ring formation in earth orbit. Simple Lyapunov control functions are used to maintain distance and avoid collisions. The application of the behavioral approach to aircraft ying in formation is described in 13] , where the control strategies are derived to mimic the instinctive behavior of birds and sh. A paper that describes the behavioral approach to formation keeping for mobile robots is 14] where control strategies are derived by averaging several competing behaviors including goal seeking, collision avoidance, and formation maintenance. Unit-center tracking, leader tracking and nearest neighbor tracking controls are also studied. In 15] , the behavioral approach is used to cause a group of robots to create line and circle formations. These ideas are extended in 16] to the problem of controlling a formation of mobile robots to transport objects.
In the virtual structure approach, the entire formation is treated as a single structure. For example, in an interferometry mission it may be desirable to have a constellation of spacecraft act as a single rigid body. In the virtual structure approach, the control is derived in three steps: rst, the desired dynamics of the virtual structure are de ned, second, the motion of the virtual structure is translated into the desired motion for each agent, and nally, tracking controls for each spacecraft are derived.
The virtual structure approach was applied to formations of mobile robots in 17]. The application to formations of spacecraft in free space is described in 18], 19]. In Section III we will give a detailed example of the virtual structure approach to spacecraft formation control.
Besides the three approaches described above, there have been other studies of multiple satellites orbiting the earth in formation. Two spacecraft ying in a polar orbit formation is considered in 20], 21], and a software package that implements their approach is described in 22]. In 23], the design of a two satellite formation ying mission for an interferometric SAR topography mission is described. Formation keeping for low-earth orbit satellites is considered in 24]. Relative formation keeping for low-earth orbits using LQ regulators is discussed in 25]. There have been several studies on optimal fuel formation control including 26], 27], 28].
Leader-following, behavioral, and virtual structure approaches to the coordination problem have their corresponding strengths and weakness. The strength of leader-following is that group behavior is directed by specifying the behavior of a single quantity: the leader. The weakness, however, is that there is no explicit feedback to the formation. For example, the leader may be moving too fast for the following agents to track. Another weakness is that the leader is a single point of failure for the formation. The strength of the behavioral approach is that it is natural to derive control strategies when agents have multiple competing objectives. In addition, there is explicit feedback to the formation since each agent reacts according to the position of its neighbors. Another strength is that the behavioral approach lends itself naturally to a decentralized implementation. The primary weakness is that group behavior cannot be explicitly de ned, rather the group behavior is said to \emerge." Another weakness is that behavioral approaches are di cult to analyze mathematically and characteristics of the formation (like stability) cannot generally be guaranteed. The strength of the virtual structure approach is that it is fairly easy to prescribe a coordinated behavior for the group. In addition, feedback to the virtual structure is naturally de ned. The disadvantage is that requiring the formation to act as a virtual structure limits the class of potential applications of this approach.
The objective of the current paper is to introduce an architecture that uni es the three approaches discussed above. The unifying theme is that of dynamic coordination variables. In leader-following, coordination is achieved through shared knowledge of the leader's states. In the behavioral approach, coordination is achieved through shared knowledge of the relative con guration states. In the virtual structure approach, coordination is achieved through shared knowledge of the states of the virtual structure. The idea of dynamic coordination variables is similar to the notion of an \action reference" introduced in 29]. It is hoped that this paper represents a step toward a general coordination architecture that allows various control designs to be compared in a uniform framework.
The proposed hierarchical architecture is similar to hierarchical architectures that have been proposed for Intelligent Vehicle/Highway Systems 30], air tra c management 31], and a auto-pilot for a model helicopter 32].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we introduce a new architecture for spacecraft formation control. We also demonstrate how the virtual structure approach to coordination can be implemented in this architecture. In Section III we demonstrate the application of this architecture to the problem of synthesizing a deep-space, freeying, multiple spacecraft interferometer. In particular, the following scenario will be demonstrated. A constellation of three spacecraft will rst be initialized into a formation. The formation will then be re-targeted to point at a star. The formation will then be controlled to cover several U-V interferometry points. A high-precision station keeping maneuver is then performed at each U-V point. Simulation results show the e cacy of the approach. Our conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. A New Architecture for Formation Flying
The objective of this section is to introduce a new architecture for spacecraft formation control that subsumes leader-following, behavioral, and virtual structure approaches and that is amenable to analysis via control theoretic methods. The general architecture is motivated by the existence of several levels of control in formation ying. At the highest level of abstraction is the dynamic transition from one subtask to another. For instance, in the interferometry scenario to be discussed in Section III, the formation must rotate to a particular pose (subtask 1), and then maintain that pose with a high level of precision (subtask 2). At the next level of abstraction, there must be a mechanism to coordinate the motion of each individual spacecraft to synthesize the desired behavior of the constellation. Finally, at the lowest level of abstraction, each individual spacecraft needs to be controlled to be consistent with the coordinating mechanism. In addition, there needs to be feedback between all three of these levels of abstraction, and this needs to be done is a way that lends itself to analysis.
A block diagram of the proposed architecture is shown schematically in Figure 1 The system F is the formation control and represents the primary coordination mechanism in the system. The formation control block outputs the coordination variable which is broadcast to all spacecraft. In addition, the formation control block outputs z F , which encapsulates the performance of the formation, to the supervisor. The inputs to F are the performance variables from each spacecraft z i , and the output of the supervisor y G . Again, di erent coordination schemes may be desired for di erent modes of operation, hence the superscript k, which is chosen by the Supervisor.
The system G is a discrete event supervisor that uses the performance vector z F to F and K i . This allows a great deal of exibility in the design and analysis of formation control strategies. Essentially, the approach provides a basic architecture, allowing the objectives of the particular application to dictate the type of control used. Therefore various control designs can be studied and compared within a single framework. Signi cantly, the architecture allows feedback from the spacecraft to the coordination structure, i.e., F and G.
Another advantage is that the formation dynamics x F can be propagated with a temporal advance, allowing model predictive, nite look-ahead, and feedforward control strategies at the spacecraft level. This has the potential of signi cantly improving the accuracy to which the formation can be maintained.
The amount of data that must be \up-linked" from earth is fairly minimal. To initialize or recon gure a constellation, the only thing that needs to be uploaded is at most the right hand side of Equations (2{4).
The architecture shown in Figure 1 is amenable to analysis via control theoretic methods. In addition, this architecture subsumes leader-following, behavioral, and virtual structure approaches to formation control. In leader following control, coordination is accomplished through the leading spacecraft. The formation control block is therefore the rst spacecraft, with x 1 . In the current literature the feedback connection from K i to F has not been introduced. This is one aspect of formation control that needs to be explored.
In behavior-based control schemes, the coordination mechanism is the relative position and orientation vector of a spacecraft's neighbors. The formation control block F can be formed by stacking the relative position, velocity, attitude, and angular velocity vectors into . Of course, the local control for each spacecraft only uses a subset of the elements in . In currently reported behavioral schemes, interaction with a discrete event supervisor has not been introduced. The introduction of this interaction also needs to be explored.
In the virtual structures approach, the spacecraft are coordinated through the states of the virtual structure. The remainder of this paper will focus on the application of the architecture shown in Figure 1 Constrained Translation and Rotation. For many applications (including the interferometry example discussed in Section III), it is desirable that the formation be translated and rotated such that certain constraints on the relative position and attitude of the spacecraft are maintained. The problem may be posed as follows. Suppose that E(x(t 0 );
where < e is the element-by-element inequality operator, nd G, F and fK i g such that E F (x F (t); x d F ) ! 0 as t ! 1 subject to the constraint that E(x(t); x d (t)) < e , where and are vectors. Attitude Constraints. A typical constraint is that the solar panels of the spacecraft need to be oriented toward the sun throughout the maneuver. This can be formulated as follows.
Let C s be the coordinate frame associated with the sun, and let C p the the coordinate frame associated with the solar panel on the spacecraft which is de ned such that the solar panel is perfectly aligned with the sun when the axes of C p are aligned with the axes of C s . Let q so represent the orientation of C s with respect to C o , and let q io and q pi be similarly de ned. Then the formation control problem with sun constraints is to design G, F, and fK i g such that E(x(t); x d (t)) ! 0 and E F (x F (t); x d F ) ! 0 as t ! 1 subject to the constraint that (q io q pi ; q so ) < (see Appendix A).
Fuel Equalization/Minimization. A critical requirement in spacecraft formation ying is to minimize the fuel expended by the spacecraft. It is also important to maintain relatively equal amounts of fuel on each of the spacecraft so that one does not run out of fuel before the others (starvation). To consider fuel optimization problems de ne i to be the fuel mass contained on the i 
is minimized. The rst term in this functional represents the total amount of fuel expended by the constellation. The second term is motivated by the negative entropy of a probability distribution 33], which is minimum for a uniform distribution, i.e., the second term will be minimized when lim i (t) = lim j (t) for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. This objective function has been used in 28] to study fuel optimal rotations when the spacecraft are constrained to remain in formation during a maneuver, and in 27] for the case when the spacecraft are not constrained to remain in formation during the maneuver.
In the next section we will demonstrate how these de nitions are used to design a complete formation control scenario for a separated spacecraft interferometer in free space.
III. Interferometry Example
To x ideas, we will give an example motivated by the New Millennium Deep Space 3 (DS3) mission currently planned by NASA for launch in 2003 34] , 35]. One instantiation of DS3 consists of three spacecraft that y in formation in a heliocentric orbit 1 . The objective of the formation is to synthesize a space based interferometer for imaging stars. A picture of a three spacecraft interferometer is shown in Figure 2 . The mapping from physical space to the U-V plane is many-to-one, in fact there are an in nite number of physical con gurations corresponding to a single point (u; v). Figure 2 shows a three spacecraft interferometer, where the spacecraft are con gured in an equilateral triangle. The vector z in the gure points in the direction of the light source. The distance between the two \combiner" spacecraft is called the baseline and is of length L.
The angle of the baseline with respect to z is denoted by . The physical con guration parameters (L; ) map to a single (u; v) point (which may give more information about the image if the light source has symmetry properties). To image a star, the formation must undergo a sequence of maneuvers that correspond to a sequence of baseline-angle pairs (L i ; i ). At each baseline-angle pair, the entire formation must pose and collect light. During the collection process, the relative distance between the spacecraft must be precisely controlled with errors on the order of nanometers (accomplished through three stages of control including micro-thrusters on the spacecraft, voice-coil actuation on the carts holding the mirrors, and piezo-electric actuation of the mirrors).
To accomplish an interferometry mission, the formation will have several modes of operation. Mode 1. First, the constellation must be initialized into a desired formation pattern, e.g., an equilateral triangle. Mode 2. Second, the formation must be maneuvered such that the vector z points in the direction of the light source to be imaged,`i. Mode 3. Third the formation pattern needs to be rotated and stretched to correspond to a particular baseline-angle pair (L i ; i ). Modes four and ve may need to be repeated several times if the spacecraft drift outside an acceptable range during the light collection phase. Each mode of operation will correspond to a di erent control strategy. We will now show how a control system for this mission can be designed and analyzed using the architecture introduced in Section II.
A. Spacecraft Dynamics
Before designing the control laws for each mode of operation, it is necessary to obtain the dynamic model for each spacecraft, i.e., to specify S i in Figure 1 . Each spacecraft will be modeled as a rigid body, with r i , v i , q i , and ! i representing the position, velocity, unit attitude quaternion, and angular velocity of the i th spacecraft. The dynamic equations of motion are given by the following equations 37]: (6) . Throughout this paper we will assume that y i = x i , i.e., that all of the spacecraft states are available for feedback.
The formation control will be derived by rst specifying G, then F and then nally fK i g [ true ]
[ yes ]
[ no ]
[ G1 ]
[ G2 ]
[ G3 ]
[ G4 ] The states of the diagram correspond to the modes of operation listed above. In each state, a di erent control law will be used for the spacecraft. The block diagram outlines the basic structure of the supervisor G. As shown in Figure 1 , the output of the supervisor is the input to the formation control block y G . This vector will be composed of three elements: (1) an index (j) that speci es the low level control to be used, (2) and index (k) indicating the formation dynamics to be used, and (3) additional data specifying, for example, target con gurations for the formation. The output for each mode of operation is as follows: Mode 1. From the speci cation of the state ow diagram, it is straightforward to put the supervisor in the form of Equation (4).
C. Formation Control
In this section we will design the formation control block F. As can be seen from the above discussion, F is a hybrid system with three modes of operation.
The development of F and K i will depend on the following lemma. Proof: See Appendix B. Lemma 1 delimits the class of trajectories that can be tracked using the controls outlined in this paper. In particular, the acceleration of the translational trajectories must be bounded and have nite energy. Alternatively, for rotational trajectories, we require that both the trajectory and its velocity be bounded with nite energy.
Note that Lemma 1 implies a PD-like control strategy, which will be used to control both the formation and each individual spacecraft. The choice of PD control is simply illustrative. Any control strategy that guarantees that the system transitions out of the states shown in Figure 3 could also have been used. The objective of f F when k = 1, will be to initialize r F to the geometric center of the formation, with an orientation identical to the inertial frame, i.e., we let Since the purpose of f F when k = 1 is to align the formation states with the initialized formation, the control gains K (1) r , K (1) v , K (1) q , and K (1) ! can be chosen to make the formation state converge very quickly.
The performance variable z F associated with F in this mode is Note that the gain matrices K (2) q and K (2) ! determine the rate at which the entire formation is reoriented to the new star location. In general it is desirable that these gains be about an order of magnitude slower than the position and attitude gains for the local spacecraft controls.
The performance variable z F associated with this mode is For the \Zero-the-Velocity" mode the output of the supervisor is y G = (j = 3; k = 4) indicating that the third low level control law and the fourth formation control strategy are to be used. Similar to the previous two modes, the coordination variable in this mode is = (j = 3; x 0
The objective of f F in this mode is to apply high gain feedback to increase the precision of the current pose of the formation. Accordingly, the desired state of the formation is its state at the time that Mode 4 is entered, i.e., where K (4) r , K (4) v , K (4) q , and K (4) ! are selected to provide high gain feedback on the formation states.
The performance variable z F associated with this mode is z F = h 1F (x F ; y G ; z 1 ; : : : ; z N )
C.5 Mode 5: Collect Light.
In the \Collect Light" mode the output of the supervisor is y G = (j = 4; k = 4) indicating that the fourth low-level control law and the fourth formation control strategy should be applied. The objective of this mode is to turn o the thrusters so that interferometric data can be collected without interference from the thrusters. Therefore the local controls will be set to zero. However, it is important to measure the deviation of the spacecraft from the desired formation, so that if the interferometer drifts out of alignment, light collection can be interrupted to realign the formation. Similar to the previous three modes, the coordination variable is
where the formation state x F can be kept in its current con guration through application of the same formation strategy used in Mode 4. Accordingly, the formation dynamics for Mode 5 are given by Equation (7) . Note that in the next section, the gains for the local feedback in Mode 5 will be set to zero. Therefore, the desired formation remains xed, but the spacecraft may not track the formation. The performance variable z F associated with this mode is given by Equation (8).
D. Local Controls
Next we design a local control law fK i g for each mode of operation listed above. The form of the local control will be identical for each mode of operation, however the gains will be di erent. When the constellation is in Mode 4, high gain feedback is desired to maintain very precise relative position and attitude constraints. In Mode 1 however, low gain feedback is required to avoid actuator saturation and unnecessary motion in the spacecraft. (6) r ; K (6) v ; K (6) q ; K (6) ! o are chosen to be about an order of magnitude greater than both n K (2) r ; K (2) (7) r ; K (7) v ; K (7) q ; K ( In Mode 5, the feedback gains are set to zero to eliminate the local feedback to the spacecraft.
E. Analysis
In the absence of disturbances, the analysis for this system is straightforward. We would like to ensure that given an initial state for the constellation x(t 0 ), if the Supervisor begins in the \START" state as shown in Figure 3 , that it will reach the \STOP" state in a nite amount of time. An obvious necessary condition for this to be true is that the list of stars and the list of U-V points for each star is nite. In the absence of disturbances the Mode 3{Mode 4{Mode 5 loop will be executed at most once. In which case, it is su cient to argue that the transition out of Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 always occur in a nite amount of time, but this is ensured by Lemma 1 and the construction of F and K i .
In reality common space disturbances will be present. When disturbances are present, the low level controllers need to be designed to reject these disturbances such that the transitions out of Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 always occur and such that the Mode 3{Mode 4{ Mode 5 loop is guaranteed to execute a nite number of times.
F. Simulation Results
Simulations were written in MATLAB, Simulink and State ow. To show the dynamic behavior of the spacecraft, we will show position and attitude error plots for the combiner. We will also show the relative position and attitude errors of the combiner with respect to the collectors. Figure 6 shows error plots for Mode 1. Figure 7 shows error plots for the transition from Mode 1 to Mode 2. Figure 8 shows error plots for the transition from Mode 2 to Mode 3. Finally, Figure 9 shows error plots for the transition from Mode 3 to Mode 4. missions will be a function of the fuel on-board the spacecraft, therefore fuel minimization is a critical component. In addition to fuel minimization it is desirable that one spacecraft does not run out of fuel before the others. The problem of maintaining equal amounts of fuel on each spacecraft is called fuel equalization. The architecture introduced in Figure 1 can be used to design fuel minimizing/equalizing maneuvers for spacecraft formations.
In 28], 39] we have used this architecture to design fuel equalizing/maneuvers when the spacecraft are required to maintain formation throughout the maneuver. In 27], 40] we use similar techniques to solve the fuel equalization/minimization problem when the spacecraft are allowed to break formation during the maneuver.
IV. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a new architecture for spacecraft formation ying and demonstrated the application of this architecture to the problem of synthesizing a multiple spacecraft interferometer in deep space. The architecture introduced in the paper has several key features. First, the coordination mechanism is speci cally identi ed as the states of the formation control block and the states of the supervisor. Second, feedback to the formation is explicitly de ned. Third, the architecture accommodates both centralized and decentralized implementations. Fourth, it is amenable to control theoretic techniques.
Finally, it provides a uniform architecture to compare and contrast various approaches to formation control. The composition of rotations is as follows. If q 1 0 , represents the rotation of C 0 to obtain C 1 and q 2 1 represents a subsequent rotation of C 1 with respect to C 1 to obtain C 2 , then the orientation of C 2 with respect to C 0 is given by q 2 0 = q 1 0 q 2 1 = Q(q 2 1 )q 1 0 . Alternatively, if the second rotation q 2 1 is performed with respect to C 0 instead of C 1 , then we have Suppose that the unit quaternions q d and q represent the desired attitude, and the actual attitude of a rigid body respectively, then the attitude error is given by the formula q e =d .
The set of unit quaternions represent a parameterization of SO(3). A geodesic on SO(3) is a di erentiable parameterized path in SO(3) connecting two rotations 42]. The distance between any two rotations is de ned to be the shortest geodesic between those rotations. Let q 1 and q 2 be any two unit quaternions, in 42], it is shown that the shortest geodesic, called the \geodesic metric" (q 1 ; q 2 ) on SO(3) between q 1 and q 2 is (q 1 ; q 2 ) = 2 arccos(j q e j); 
